In Attendance: Vicki Eppler, Steve Eppler, Trevor Fiter, Karen Miller, Nancy Abens, Wendy Moraski, Myles Tangalin, Maggie Price, Eric Cooper, Wayne New, Mary Sullivan, Nicole Malo, Jason Morrison, Scott Robinson, Robert Roark

Minutes from Aug motion for approval Wendy Moraski, second Vicki Eppler. Passed

Newsletter report Wendy Moraski, need more articles


Speakers:
Nam Henderson spoke on the proposed Green Roof initiative. Only new construction over 25,000 square would be eligible. development and the mayor oppose this. green roof there can be recombination green roof, solar, or both
Trevor Fifer from Our Denver campaign spoke on behalf of the Go-Bond and urged all to vote for it.
Scott Robinson from East Central Plan told of new plans to rewrite neighborhood development plans and would include many of neighborhoods adjacent to Congress Park. When asked if the plans would supersede the Congress Park Plans were told that consideration of the existing plan would incorporated.

Meeting adjourned 8:10